Wiki Africa Art

WikiAfrica Art promotes a series of initiatives in conjunction with WikiAfrica in order to bring African artists and African art on Wikipedia.

By connecting existing networks and encouraging new analogic and digital platforms, WikiAfrica Art facilitates the production and editing of articles on Wikipedia regarding artists, curators, critics, collectors, artworks, galleries, art spaces and museums. WikiAfrica Art addresses specifically students, experts and cultural institutions, who can contribute and upload quotes, artworks, books, essays, audio files, videos and images. The material can be written in any language and it can be added to any Wikimedia project.

WikiAfrica Art invites artists to produce "a site-specific artwork for Wikipedia". These images will enrich the online documentation of multilingual Wikipedia. Artists can use a Moleskine notebook to design their work and then donate it to lettera27, supporting therefore the project and the enterprise.

WikiAfrica Art and WikiAfrica Literature support Chimurenga Library.

Check Wikipedia to see all WikiAfrica Art events and initiatives and the artists that have already donated their notebooks.
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